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29. Functional Equations and Hypoellipticity

By Akira TSUTSUMI*) and Shigeru HARUKI**)

(Communicated by Ksaku YOSID., M. J. A., March 12, 1982)

1. In this note we investigate the problem whether all the con-
tinuous or all the locally integrable solutions of certain functional
equations are C or not. An affirmative answer to this problem under
weak regularity assumptions on the equations enables one to make
easier to find all the continuous or sometimes all the locally integrable
solutions o the equations. Because we can use a powerful means-
differentiation (see [1], [2]). The aim oJ this note is to give a general
method or this problem. We consider the functional equation of the
unknowa f(x)"
(1.1) = a(x, t)f(h(x, t))=F(x, f(l(x), ..., f(l(x)))+b(x, t)
where x e R and e Rr, with the assumptions ollowed.

(A.1) a(x, t), b(x, t) e C(R) for every fixed t rom an open set
R,]=1, ...,k,

(A.2) a(x, t), b(x, t) e C(Rx), ]=1, ..., k,
(A.3) the mappings xy=h(x, t) are diffeomorphisms in R 2or

every fixed t e w, ] 1, ., k,
(A.4) h(x, t) e C(Rw) nd its inverse h e C, ]= 1, ..., k,
(A.5) F(x, z, ..., z) e C(R+9,
(A.6) l(x) e C(Rn), ]=1, ..., s.

A locally integrable function f(x), x e R, is said to be a solution of
(1.1) in the sense of distribution (or a distribution solution) if

(1 2) a(x, t)f(h(x, t))(x)dx
dRn

for each e and every fixed t e . We can write it briefly
(1.3) E= (a(x, t)f(h(x, t)), (x))

=(F(x, f(l(x), ..., f(l(x)), (x)) +(b(x, t), (x)).
Let be

’""
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Ox

D=(-i),
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i1=,+... +, Ixl=(j=l

For a linear partial differential operator of order m
P(x, D)=.a.(x)Dg

we set
P(x )=,. a.(x)", P("(x )=DP(x, ) e Rn.

P=P(x,D) defined in an open set 9gR with C coefficients is said
to be hypoelliptic in 9 i or u e ’(9) and any open subset 9’ o Pu
e C(9’) leads to u e C(9’). The notion of hypoellipticity comes rom
the problem whether a distribution solution of the partial differential
equation Pu=f is a classical solution or not (see [7]). Since then
many sufficient conditions or hypoellipticity have bee obtained (see
for example [4]-[6], [9]). We cite here one of the most general cri-
terion or hypoellipticity which will be applied in 3.

2. Composing the results in [4] and [6] the ollowing criterion
or hypoellipticity is obtained. Let be
m=(m, ...,m), =max(m), ]a" m[==a/m,
x=(x’, x"), =(’, ") e R R-, x (x’, ", ") e R R’ R (+’),
(l,,’n), (, r,, 0, ,0), (x’, 2")=x...x’.

Consider the partial differential operator o2 the orm
(2.) P(x, D)=E a(x)(x’, ")D
where a(x) e C(9) and the summation is done or {a, } such that
]" m]= 1 and (p, a)(a, )(p,a)- are satisfied for some fixed indices
p and a. And we define rom (2.1)
(2.2) (x’, 2", D)=0 a(O)(x’, ")D
where the summation 0 is done or {a, } such that (p, )=(a,)- is
satisfied.

Consider the following conditions"
(C.1) There exist two multi-indices p=(p, ..., p) and a=(a, ...,

a) such that
( i ) p=z=/m for
(ii) paO, mp or
(iii) a=0 2or ],’+1,
(C.2) (-(x’, "), ,)=(x’, ", ), (>0)

where 2-(x’, 2")=(2-x, ..., 2-’x,) and 2"=("’, ..., 2").
We define rom (2.2)
(2.3) 0(x’, ", D)=:= a(O)(x’, ")D.

(C.3) 0(x’, 2",)=0 for (x’, 2")0 and 0"
that is 0(x’, 2", D) is semi-elliptic at (x, 2")0.

(C.4) For any 2" and "=(+,..., ) with ]"]=1 the equation
R(x’, 2", D., ")v 0 does not have any non-trivial solution in (,)

A sufficient condition 2or hypoellipticity which we use is the follow-
ing. If the operator (2.1) satisfies (C.1)-(C.4) and max{a}
=min<.{mp/m} is satisfied, then the operator (2.1)is hypoelliptic.
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The following examples illustrate this criterion.
Example. ( ) Let be the perator P=(-Zlx,)+lx’l(-z/x,,), in

/2 containing the origin. When we take , p-a, a-/1,
for --max {m, l} and p/ =(k/l+l)/m, a/ a=O, this
operator satisfies the criterion. Thus P is hypoelliptic in

k R2.(ii) Consider the operater P+/-=Dx,+/-zxD in Let be
-I, p--+l, a--0. If "k is even" or "k is odd and is even", then
P/ is hypoelliptic. If k is even, then P_ is hypoelliptic.

3. Theorem. Suppose that the equation (1.1) satisfies (A.1)-
(A.6). And suppose there exist a t o such that h(x,t)-x for
i-1, ..., k, and a multi-index q ([q[_m) such that the partial differen-
tial equation
(3.1) 3q(,.=a(x, t)((h(x, t)))]t:to--O
where operates formally, is hypoelliptic in Rn.

Then every continuous solution of (1.1) is C(Rn), and every locally
integrable solution is equal to a function of C(Rn) almost everywhere.
It is known that there are examples in which the resulting equation
(3.1) is elliptic or hypoelliptic with constant coefficients (see [3], [8]).
Therefore we show examples in which (3.1) are degenerate hypoelliptic
as new results.

Example. ( i ) The equation
f(x--t, xO+f(x+ t, x)+ xf(x, x.--t) + xf(x, x+ t)

2f(x, x)+2xf(x, x)+2[f(x, x)] + [f(x+ x., x x)]
--[f(xl, xl)]--[f(x., x2)]

satisfies the assumptions of Theorem. Differentiating twice in t and
setting t =0 we obtain

if(x,x.)+x..f(x, x)= 0.
By the example (i) o 2 this is hypoelliptic.

(ii) Differentiating the equation
f(x+ t, x)+ixf(x, x+ if) --2f(x, x)= 0

in t and setting t=0 we obtain
X3xf(x, x) O,3f(x,, xO+

which is hypoelliptic by the example (ii) of 2.
As the both resulting partial differential equations in the above

are elliptic outside of the origin, we remark that the criterion or
hypoellipticity works essentially in the neighborhood of the origin.
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